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Abstract: Over the past few decades, the aerodynamic improvements of turbocharger turbines
contributed significantly to the overall efficiency augmentation and the advancements in
downsizing of internal combustion engines. Due to the compact size of automotive turbochargers,
the experimental measurement of the complex internal aerodynamics has been insufficiently studied.
Hence, turbine designs mostly rely on the results of numerical simulations and the validation
of zero-dimensional parameters as efficiency and reduced mass flow. To push the aerodynamic
development even further, a precise validation of three-dimensional flow patterns predicted by
applied computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods is in need. This paper presents the design of
an up-scaled volute-stator model, which allows optical experimental measurement techniques. In a
preliminary step, numerical results indicate that the enlarged geometry will be representative of the
flow patterns and characteristic non-dimensional numbers at defined flow sections of the real size
turbine. Limitations due to rotor-stator interactions are highlighted. Measurement sections of interest
for available measurement techniques are predefined.
Keywords: turbocharging; turbine; aerodynamics; CFD; volute; nozzled vane; losses
1. Introduction
European standards on pollution emissions regulate the acceptable limits for exhaust emissions
of newly purchased vehicles with internal combustion engines in the European Union. In 2014,
the last regulation on the exhaust gas emissions of diesel and gasoline engines came into force
as the Euro 6 norm [1]. This situation adds to the continuous trend towards energy savings,
demanding increasingly efficient automotive internal combustion engines compatible with new laws
on environmental protection in Europe [2]. In the last 10 years, the automotive industry has opted for
the development of systems such as supercharging, which has become a key for fulfilling government
restrictions [3–5]. Supercharging has helped to decrease the engine displacement, while maintaining
the power performance (downsizing) [6]. The most commonly used technique to increase the engine
intake pressure is turbocharging, where mostly a centrifugal compressor is powered by a radial
turbine [7]. Both elements are joined by means of a shaft, lubricated and equipped with bearings.
The operation of the compressor and thus the compression of the intake air depends on the work
contributed by the turbine. As the turbine takes advantage of the exhaust energy of the combustion
engine, a highly coupled dependency on the operation behavior results. To enable a satisfying matching
of turbocharger and engine, mechanical or aerodynamic limits [8,9] are continuously attempted to
be extended while component efficiencies are attempted to be improved. The efficiency of the turbo
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depends on mechanical losses, heat transmission, and most importantly, on the aerodynamic design of
its internal geometry [10–12].
The turbine has three main components: the volute; the stator, made up of vanes or spans,
and the rotor. The flow passes through the volute, is distributed between the stator vanes, and finally,
circulates towards the rotor. Viscous flow phenomena in the volute and stator can decrease the overall
efficiency of the turbine and, thus, of the entire system. Some authors mention the importance of volute
design and the relationship of fluid behavior depending on the location of the tongue and the final
cross-sectional area of the volute itself [13]. Due to the variation in the speed and the dynamic pressure
along the volute, the distribution of the flow over the stator channels may change, causing efficiency
losses in the turbine. The tip leakage vortex of the stator vane causes losses and has a significant impact
on inflow angle distortions, leading to inhomogeneous rotor inflow [14,15] and the related efficiency
losses of the entire turbine [16,17].
The information of the flow behavior is important to feed mathematical models that do not require
a great computational capacity as 1D models [18]. These models are used to simulate the supercharging
system in the engine. The 1D tool is used in research to predict the motor behavior and its systems [19].
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) tools are useful for analyzing detailed aerodynamic
phenomena in a wide range of turbine operating conditions [20]. However, the results must be
validated with experimental data. Obtaining experimental data is difficult due to the limited space
for the required internal instrumentation. In a bigger radial turbine, Hayami et al. [16] were able
to measure the angle distribution downstream of the stator vanes by means of cobra probes. In a
slightly smaller geometry, Tamaki et al. [21] applied oil flow visualization to image the shear forces on
the surface of the stator passages. Currently, there are few works dedicated to the experimental
measurement of internal flow in small-sized centripetal turbines [22–24], such as those used in
automotive supercharging systems. Hence, the most common way to compare numerical results
is by means of global 1D data as efficiency and reduced mass flow, obtained from measurements
upstream and downstream of the turbine. The solution is to build a larger scale model of the original
geometry. For this, a theoretical study has been previously developed with the subsequent construction
and global characterization [25]. There are few works such as those developed by Ioannou et al. [26]
and Dufour et al. [27], in which some component of the turbocharger is also scaled. However, none of
them is applicable in the present work due to the absence of a rotor.
Therefore, this work is focused on characterizing the internal flow of a larger scale turbine
volute and stator. Consequently, this article describes, first, the design and the generation of
the computational scale model. Next, it shows the mesh analysis. Following, a comparison of
the numerical results of the up-scaled geometry with the results obtained from a separate study in
the originally sized turbine with rotor is conducted. Finally, the limitations for the validity of the scaled
model and recommendations for measurements to characterize the flow of the presented and future
geometries are given.
2. Scaled Volute and Vaned Nozzle
Due to the small dimensions of the typically used turbocharger turbines and limited accessibility,
the turbine geometry of a commercially used turbocharger turbine was scaled in its size. Here,
only the stationary components as the volute and stator were designed with a scale factor of three in
comparison to the actual turbine dimensions. The dimensions of the real size turbocharger turbine
and the dimensions of the scaled turbine are listed in Table 1. The scaling ratio of 3:1 turned out to
represent a reasonable balance between manufacturing costs, operable running condition at the test
bench, which was limited by a maximum mass flow of 1200 kg/h, and the accessibility for optical
measurements. However, some modifications of the original geometry were made to allow more
generally valid conclusions of future analysis. Separator pins, which existed in the geometry of the real
size turbine in the stator passage, were removed to avoid aerodynamically biased conclusions of the
volute and stator vane designs. This appreciable difference was due to two reasons. The first referred
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to being able to study the discharge of the volute on the stator blades without obstacles. The second
reason was to compare the free flow field of each stator channel without disturbing elements like
a column. In the future, studies will be carried out on the geometric variation of the stator vanes,
and the behavior of each channel will be compared, varying the vane and the gap height of the vane.
A modular structure of the scaled model was chosen to allow future modification and experiments
with advanced designs, as well as investigating several VGT openings. Furthermore, the turbine rotor
was not considered in the first design of the test setup. The construction of the rotor would significantly
elevate the costs and would also bias the aerodynamics of future designs by the rotor-stator interactions.
The validation of CFD models in the volute stator domain by means of 3D flow analysis is one of
the main objectives of the future experimental activities. This validation would be independent of
the existence of the rotor in the scaled turbine. However, the impact of the rotor-stator interaction on
predominant flow patterns and the reproduction of those flow patterns in the scaled turbine were
assessed in this paper.
Table 1. Geometry specifications.
Real Turbine Scaled Turbine
Stator
Volute inlet diameter 34 mm 102 mm
Nozzle vane height 8 mm 24 mm
Separator pins 3 (D = 8 mm) -
Blade number 11 11
Chord length 17.5 mm 52.5 mm
Tip clearance 0.2 mm 0.5 mm
Rotor
Blade number 9 -
Inlet radius rtip,in 20.05 mm -
Outlet radius rtip,out 19 mm -
Leading edge thickness ∆θ 0.0195 rad -
For this study, a VGT opening of 80 %, a position representative of the operation of the turbine at
various engine operating points [28], was chosen. At the same time, it was one of the rather opened
positions, which moved the vane trailing edge relatively close to the rotor of a real turbine geometry.
Hence, a comparison of numerically obtained flow patterns in a real size turbine with rotor and in
the scaled model gave the opportunity to evaluate the given range of validity in the scaled model,
since the rotor was not considered, and no stator-rotor interaction existed.
Initially, a stator gap height of the model of 0.5 mm was chosen, to achieve the Reynolds similitude
at operating points with reasonably high reduced mass flow. Figure 1 shows the design of the scaled
volute and stator, where the space between the vane and the housing of the turbine is defined.
For the characterization of turbocharger turbines, performance maps were obtained in steady
flow conditions at different operating points [29]. Since the difference of fluid properties of fresh air
and exhaust gases could be neglected [30], those measurements have been typically executed with air.
Hence, also for the presented study, steady flow with fresh air was analyzed.
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Figure 1. Scaled 3:1 turbine model.
3. Numerical Setup
The computational domain was designed as shown in Figure 2. In the outlet of the turbine, a duct
with a length of ten duct diameters was placed. As shown in the experimental setup, the flow would
be discharged to the atmosphere with atmospheric pressure.
Figure 2. Computational domain.
For the numerical campaign, the commercial CFD simulation software STAR-CCM+ 14.02.010-R8
was utilized. Air modeled as the ideal gas was simulated. This was a valid assumption, since the variation
of the static temperature was low in the observed cases. Reynolds-averaged Navier-0Stokes (RANS)
equations were solved with a coupled solver. Turbulence closure was obtained by the k-ω SST model [31].
The employed RANS k-ω SST turbulence model was developed to improve the prediction of flows that
suffered adverse gradients and boundary layer separation. This model is widely used for turbomachinery
applications, being validated against experimental measurements by the research community [32,33].
3.1. Operating Points
The turbine operating point need to be chosen carefully in terms of Mach number similarity
and Reynolds number similarity. While the first might cause a similar Mach number distribution
and blade loading, a comparable Reynolds number was desired to achieve adequate predictions of
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separation patterns and tip leakage flow characteristics inside the gap. As a reference, the maximum
suppliable mass flow and corresponding pressure and inlet total temperature in the test bench,
where the scaled model would be tested, were applied for this analysis. At this operating point,
the strongest impact of viscous effects as flow separations was expected.
In comparison, three operating points in the real size turbocharger were evaluated: one fulfilling
the Reynolds similarity, one fulfilling the Mach similarity, and one fulfilling the Mach, as well as the
Reynolds similarity. Cases with Mach similarity were obtained by targeting one ninth of the reduced











Applying the mass flow rate Equation (1) for RT and ST and combining with the condition of







The objective mass flow for the cases with the same Reynolds number were achieved by applying
Equation (3), which resulted in around one third of the mass flow of the ST in the real size model (RT).
The case where both similarities were achieved was reached by reducing the reduced mass flow to one
ninth the scaled reduced mass flow due to tripling the inlet total pressure. Assuming Mach similarity,
static and absolute values were interchangeable when comparing two cases. Hence, the increase of
total inlet pressure resulted in the required increase of density resulting in the objective reduction of
the mass flow and reduced mass flow. To achieve these desired values, the back pressure had to be
adjusted after increasing the total inlet pressure.
Due to the typical small size of automotive turbocharger turbines, the performance map
measurement is highly affected by heat transfer [34,35]. Hence, quasi-adiabatic measurements have
become a common practice in research. In those measurements, the turbine inlet temperature is low to
reduce heat transfer towards other parts. It has been demonstrated that the turbine maps obtained
for hot conditions and cold conditions have the same aerodynamic (adiabatic) efficiency [36,37].
This was the reason to choose a low temperature as the boundary condition for this study. Further,
the experimental installation of the scaled model was rather suited for low temperature tests.
As total inlet temperature for all cases 343.15K was set, which was similar to the values obtained in
the quasi-adiabatic experiments of the RT in this region of the map [38] and a possible temperature for
the measurements in the ST. The final boundary conditions for all cases are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Boundary conditions.
ST RTMa RTRe RTMa,Re
ṁ (kg/s) 0.314 0.038 0.113 0.105
ṁred. (kgK
0.5s−1bar−1) 5.473 0.608 1.274 0.608
ptot,inlet (bar) 1.065 1.161 1.643 3.195
pstat,outlet (bar) 1 1 1 2.765
Ttot,inlet (K) 343.15 343.15 343.15 343.15
µ (Nsm−2) 1.855 × 10−5 1.855 × 10−5 1.855 × 10−5 1.855 × 10−5
I (-) 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04
l (m) 0.01 0.003 0.003 0.003
For the simulations of the RT, an intermediate reduced rotational speed of 3890 rpm/K0.5
was chosen. This speed-line was experimentally measured in a wide range in the adapted flow
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bench for the characterization of radial turbines and centrifugal compressors [38]. The global results
obtained with the real size model were previously validated [39] with the experimentally obtained
map data. Furthermore, the selected operating points for this study showed good agreement with













































Figure 3. Turbine reduced mass flow map (a) and turbine efficiency map (b) with the selected operating
point at 80% VGT opening and at 3890 rpm/K0.5.
3.2. Mesh Analysis for the Scaled Model
As the operating point for the mesh analysis of the scaled model, the aforementioned point was
used as it had the maximum available mass flow and Reynolds number. For the mesh generation of a
unstructured mesh, the automatic mesher integrated in STAR-CCM+ 14.02.010-R8 was used. To resolve
the boundary layer, a prism layer mesh was chosen, while the core of the flow volume was discretized
by means of tetrahedral cells. To guarantee a valid mesh, a detailed mesh analysis was performed.
Therefore, the boundary layer mesh and core mesh were varied independently. Since the analysis of
the viscous effects is the main focus of this article, special attention was paid to the adequate meshing
of the boundary layer. The necessary thickness of the boundary layer mesh was estimated from a
previous simulation with an overly thick prism layer mesh and numerous layers. Following this,
a constant thickness of 1.25 mm for the prism layer mesh was imposed for the mesh convergence
analysis. Hence, four different prism layer mesh configurations, which varied the cell numbers from
eight to 19, were generated. In combination, the core mesh was changed to three different densities.
Hence, overall, twelve different meshes formed the basis of this mesh generation. Three of the four
different prism layer meshes generated results in an acceptable range for the application in combination
with the k-ω SST turbulence model [40]. Two of those could be considered as low Reynolds meshes
with a y+ value below one.
Since the evaluation of global performance parameters may hide non-converged 3D effects,
parameters evaluating the flow in the zone of highest gradients in the volute-stator geometry
was chosen. Therefore, the pressure losses over one stator passage were evaluated. Values were
always compared with the finest mesh, which had a total of 32.8 million cells. Additionally,
the flow acceleration over a passage was analyzed. In Figure 4, those parameters are represented
against the y+ value. From the two mesh configurations with a y+ below one, the configuration B
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was of higher interest due to its reduced cell count and lower dispersion between the core mesh
configurations. Furthermore, the overall dispersion of the analyzed pressure loss could be considered
as low considering the uncertainty of the measurement instrumentation, which would be applied in
the experiment. Out of this group, the mesh with the finest core mesh showed the lowest variation of
flow acceleration in comparison with the finest mesh with the best resolved boundary layer. The rest of
the meshes also had great dispersion among themselves and in the result. Hence, the mesh of 15 prism


































Figure 4. (a) difference of pressure loss in respect to the finest mesh vs. y+; (b) flow acceleration vs. y+;
prism layer cells: A = 19; B = 15; C = 12; D = 8.
Cells AR [ - ] ∆P − ∆PFinest [ Pa ] y
+ [ - ]
12 1/50 92.4 0.988
15 1/50 60.4 0.984
16 1/50 43.6 0.980
15 1/40 33.1 0.982
15 1/55 86.3 0.984
Table 3. Tip mesh refinement.
great dispersion among themselves and in the result. Hence, the mesh of 15 prism layers (B), a y+
around 1 and a fine core mesh has been chosen for this study.
Finally, an additional test has been performed analyzing the mesh density in the tip gap of the
stator blades. This fluid region is dominated by viscous effects, has high gradients and the shape of
the tip leakage vortex typically depends highly on the meshing inside the gap. Here, results with a
variation of the number of cells and the aspect ratio (AR), while maintaining global y+, have been
analyzed. Mesh variations have been performed, outgoing from the previously selected mesh. The
results are shown in Table 3. The line that highlights the numbers in bold determines the selected
mesh for this scaled turbine stator-volute system. For selecting an appropriate mesh, a balance of
pressure loss prediction and cell amount had to be found. Since the variations of the pressure loss can
be considered as minor and below experimental measurement uncertainty, the mesh setup with lower
pressure loss variation and lower cell amount has been chosen. The details of the final mesh counts
has been listed in Table 3 and the finally used mesh has been presented in Figure 5.
4. Characteristic Flow Patterns
By means of the CFD model of the RT, which has been applied and widely validated in previous
studies [86], the 3D fluid dynamics have been analyzed as comparison. In Figure 6 the Mach number
distribution of the ST and the case with maintained Mach number RTMa are compared. In the simulated
ST big flow separations can be identified on the pressure side of stator vanes. These separations are
continuously growing in counter clockwise direction starting with the closest vane downstream the
volute inlet. In the RTMa, the presence of the separator pins generates great distortions in the stator
vane inflow causing the secondary flow of the neighbouring vanes to be significantly different.
Figure 4. (a) The difference of pressure loss with respect to the finest mesh vs. y+; (b) flow acceleration
vs. y+; prism layer cells: A = 19; B = 15; C = 12; D = 8.
Finally, an additional test was performed to analyze the mesh density in the tip gap of the stator
blades. This fluid region was dominated by viscous effects and had high gradients, and the shape of
the tip leakage vortex typically depended highly on the meshing inside the gap. Here, results with a
variation of the number of cells and the aspect ratio (AR), while maintaining global y+, were analyzed.
Mesh variations were performed, outgoing from the previously selected mesh. The results are shown
in Table 3. The line that highlights the numbers in bold determines the selected mesh for this scaled
turbine stator-volute system. To select an appropriate mesh, a balance of pressure loss prediction
and cell amount had to be found. Since the variations of the pressure loss could be considered as minor
and below experimental measurement uncertainty, the mesh setup with lower pressure loss variation
and lower cell amount was chosen.
Table 3. Tip mesh refinement.
Cells AR (-) ∆P − ∆PFinest (Pa) y
+ (-)
12 1/50 92.4 0.988
15 1/50 60.4 0.984
16 1/50 43.6 0.980
15 1/40 33.1 0.982
15 1/55 86.3 0.984
The details of the final mesh counts are listed in Table 3 and the mesh finally used is presented
in Figure 5.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. Final mesh: (a) overview; (b) side view with tip mesh detail.
4. Characteristic Flow Patterns
By means of the CFD model of the RT, which has been applied and widely validated in previous
studies [41], the 3D fluid dynamics were analyzed as a comparison. In Figure 6, the Mach number
distribution of the ST and the case with maintained Mach number RTMa are compared. In the simulated
ST, big flow separations could be identified on the pressure side of stator vanes. These separations were
continuously growing in the counter clockwise direction starting with the closest vane downstream
the volute inlet. In RTMa, the presence of the separator pins generated great distortions in the stator
vane inflow, causing the secondary flow of the neighboring vanes to be significantly different. However,
the stator passage marked in the red frame was less affected and showed similar flow patterns. Hence,
this passage and one of its vanes were used for further analysis.
V5 V1
(a) ST (b) RT
Figure 6. Global Mach number distribution at the stator midspan.
The Mach number of the selected stator passage of all analyzed cases is shown in Figure 7.
While the passage flow of all cases with the maintained Mach number was in the incompressible
regime, the case with the maintained Reynolds number RTRe reached Mach numbers around 0.6 close
to the suction side (SS) of the vane. The comparison of all cases showed that a big separation bubble
was located on the pressure side (PS) of the vane for all analyzed cases. Furthermore, in all RT cases,
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the rotor blades seemed to generate a throat between the SS, as was observed by Tiseira et al. [10] for
closed positions in the choked condition. By moving the blades, the effective section changed, resulting
in variations in the acceleration on the SS depending on the rotor position. Maintaining the Mach
number, this effect could be observed at around 80% chord length, while at higher Mach numbers,
this variable throat seemed to have an impact up to lower chord lengths as 50%. This indicated that
the blockage generated by the rotor became more important when the reduced mass flow was high.
Hence, if those operating conditions were measured according to the Reynolds similarity, a blockage
would be required in the flow channel to obtain similar acceleration patterns as in the RT.
(a) ST (b) RTMa
(c) RTMa,Re (d) RTRe (with extended color scale)
Figure 7. Mach number distribution at the stator midspan.
Figure 8 depicts the local total pressure ratio ptot,inlet/ptot, which was directly related to
the irreversible viscous losses, at the midspan. In the observed stator passage, the main source
of losses was the identified big separation bubble on the PS of the stator vane. In their extension,
the separation looked similar in all cases. However, the intensity of pressure loss was elevated in RTRe,
resulting from the elevated Mach number and velocity in this case. Peak values of the total pressure
ratio located in the separation bubble in ST, RTMa, and RTMa,Re were around 1.03, while a maximum
value of 1.20 was predicted for RTRe. Furthermore, the vane wake could be identified as a second
loss source at this span. With respect to the separation and wake losses, no noticeable impact of rotor
interaction could be identified inside the stator passage. Nevertheless, the rotor showed also here
some influence on the losses field up to the stator TE.
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(a) ST (b) RTMa
(c) RTMa,Re (d) RTRe (with extended color scale)
Figure 8. Local total pressure ratio ptot,inlet/ptot at the stator midspan.
We analyze in more depth the impact of the rotor-stator interaction, as well as the quality of








Cp (Equation (4)) distributions at the midspan are plotted in Figure 9. The comparison of ST with
RTMa,Re helped to identify possible distortions in the flow field due to the existence of the separator
pins and the rotor. The results showed good agreement on the PS of the vane over the entire chord
length. On the SS, the curves matched well until 40% chord length, where the previously observed rotor
interaction influenced the flow in the stator passage on the SS. Hence, the validity of ST was limited on
the SS at the presented VGT opening, if no additional blockage was generated downstream. However,
it could be stated that the inflow, which described the adequate reproduction of the volute flow
and the flow distribution to the stator passages, could be covered well. This was of high importance,
since the analysis of the volute aerodynamics was one of the main objectives of the planned works.
Having the same Ma number, but a reduced Reynolds number in RTMa led to some deviations on
the SS in the inlet. Cp on the PS behaved similarly to the one of ST. As has been seen before, the rotor
interaction was high in the stator passage in the case of RTRe. Concluding, it seemed that the Cp
profile on the PS where the big separation bubble was located could be representative for real turbine
applications. At more closed positions, this might be extended to the entire SS. For CFD solver
validation purposes, the entire Cp profile was assessed in the experimental campaign.
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Figure 9. Cp coefficient comparison at midspan.
Since the tip leakage flow will be in the focus of the experimental campaign, the flow inside the
gap has been analyzed in more detail. Therefore, the local Reynolds number profile has been shown
for four different locations along the camberline of the blade in Figure 10. It can clearly be seen that
maintaining the Mach number does not contribute to achieving similar flow patterns in the stator gap.
Achieved local Reynolds numbers are at a much lower level than the one of the other cases at all chord
positions. The curves of all cases with the same Reynolds number have their maximum at a similar
level. However, the tip leakage flow highly depends on the blade loading, which has been identified
to be affected by the rotor-stator interaction. Although the interaction has been noticed at a chord
length of 40%, the Relocal matches well at 50% chord length. However, at 75% the profiles show large
deviations caused by the distortion of the blade loading.
As one leading fluid dynamic effect the separation of the boundary layer at the PS of the vanes
has been identified. Therefore, the boundary layer must be studied around the stator spans. Because it
is important to resolve the viscous stresses near the walls of each of the vanes, special effort was put
into the adequate meshing of these zones.
Obtaining a single definition of the boundary layer can be useless work, as it varies completely
with the problem which is studied. The modeled system is complex in its geometry. To establish
the limit of the boundary layer, the value of the free stream in the modeled system must be defined,
taking into account that it is not affected by the walls and their viscous effects. The complexity of the
flow through the channels, the appearance of turbulent wakes and the influence of the tongue of the
volute duct (see figure 6), disturbs the flow and makes it difficult to find a single criterion to define the
free stream zone in the system. However, there are applications to define free stream in a system as
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Figure 10. Local Reynolds number distribution in the tip gap.
complex as this one. Choi et al. [87] proposed to define the limit between boundary layer and free
stream using normal lines from the wall of the stator spans. The speed studied will be that of the cells
that cross this line. The boundary layer extends to the point where the speed variation is less than
1% between the adjacent cells crossed by the line perpendicular to the surface of the openings. The
study on each line along the span is carried out independently, without considering a common free
stream for the entire channel. Another postulation is defined in the work developed by Klausner et al.
[88]. Free stream velocity is defined as an average between the channel entry velocity and the average
velocity. Finally, Tiainen et al. [89] offers four different definitions of free stream velocity based on
a centrifugal compressor and applies all four in the same simulation to compare their effect. In this
work, two definitions used by Tiainen et al. [89], which provides the best results, are considered of
interest (despite the fact that this document uses a 99.5% criterion instead of the originally stated 99%).
In general, the limit of the boundary layer to free stream is 99 % of the free stream velocity.
Although the definition may be useful, the system does not allow to see clearly a clear value that has
99 % of the free current due to the channeling of the flow by the volute and the stator itself with its
channels.
layer limit.png
Figure 11. Boundary Layer Thickness explanation scheme.
The Figure 11 is an example by scheme about boundary layer limit definition by prism layer using
the theory of 99.5%. The circles represent the velocity magnitude in each cell. The ∆Vδ between yellow
and green point is less of 0.5%. The thickness of the boundary layer is defined as the distance from
the stator opening wall to the point where the velocity is 99.5 % of the adjacent cell. Vn−1 = 0.995Vn
where, n is defined in the normal direction of the surface. Therefore, the free stream velocity will be Vn
from the last node to the boundary layer, varying along the channel. According to the conclusions
shown in [48], this method captures the boundary layer between the wall and the wake, but if there is
a separation of the layer itself, it is possible to make a serious mistake. The second method comes from
the first, defines the free stream velocity as the average of each Vδ studied, defining it as Vδ (Equation
5), in [89] N it has a total value of 12 samples. The final conclusion regarding this method is that it
is able to obtain the separation of the boundary layer, but it can also imply an overestimation in the
Figure 10. Local Reynolds number distribution in the tip gap.
As one leading fluid dynamic effect, the separation of the boundary layer t the PS of the vanes
was identified. Therefore, the boundary layer must be studied around the stator spans. Because it was
important to resolve the viscous stresses near the walls of each of the vanes, special effort was put into
the adequate meshing of these zones.
Obtaining a single definition of the boundary layer can be useless work, as it varies completely
with the problem that is studied. The modeled system was complex in its geometry. To establish
the limit of the boundary layer, the value of the free stream in the modeled system must be defined,
taking into account that it was not affected by the walls and their viscous effects. The complexity of
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the flow through the channels, the appearance of turbulent wakes, and the influence of the tongue
of the volute duct (see Figure 6) disturbed the flow and made it difficult to find a single criterion to
define the free stream zone in the system. However, there are applications to define the free stream in a
system as complex as this one. Choi et al. [42] proposed to define the limit between the boundary layer
and the free stream using normal lines from the wall of the stator spans. The speed studied would
be that of the cells that crossed this line. The boundary layer extended to the point where the speed
variation was less than 1% between the adjacent cells crossed by the line perpendicular to the surface
of the openings. The study on each line along the span was carried out independently, without
considering a common free stream for the entire channel. Another postulation was defined in the work
developed by Klausner et al. [43]. Free stream velocity was defined as the average between the channel
entry velocity and the average velocity. Finally, Tiainen et al. [44] offered four different definitions of
free stream velocity based on a centrifugal compressor and applied all four in the same simulation to
compare their effect. In this work, two definitions used by Tiainen et al. [44], which provided the best
results, were considered of interest (despite the fact that this document used a 99.5% criterion instead
of the originally stated 99%).
In general, the limit of the boundary layer to the free stream was 99 % of the free stream velocity.
Although the definition may be useful, the system did not allow a clear value that had 99 % of the free
current due to the channeling of the flow by the volute and the stator itself with its channels.
Figure 11 is an example scheme about the boundary layer limit definition by the prism layer
using the theory of 99.5%. The circles represent the velocity magnitude in each cell. ∆Vδ between
yellow and green point was less than 0.5%. The thickness of the boundary layer was defined as
the distance from the stator opening wall to the point where the velocity was 99.5 % of the adjacent
cell. Vn−1 = 0.995Vn, where n was defined in the normal direction of the surface. Therefore, the free
stream velocity would be Vn from the last node to the boundary layer, varying along the channel.
According to the conclusions shown in [3], this method captured the boundary layer between the wall
and the wake, but if there was a separation of the layer itself, it was possible to make a serious mistake.
The second method came from the first, defining the free stream velocity as the average of each Vδ
studied (Equation (5)). In [44], N it had a total value of 12 samples. The final conclusion regarding this
method was that it was able to obtain the separation of the boundary layer, but it could also imply
an overestimation in the thickness. Therefore, this could lead to an overestimation of the losses on
the aerodynamic stator span according to this study.







Figure 11. Boundary layer thickness explanation scheme.
To apply the so-called estimation methods, the same stator vane V5 as in previous analysis was
selected (Figure 6). From the SS and PS, fourteen normal lines were projected along its surface from its
leading edge (LE) to its trailing edge (TE). Each of them extended until reaching a channel zone where
the speed could be considered as a stable value applying the 99.5% criterion.
The study on the boundary layer of the stator vanes resulted in a layer thickness of 1.18 cm.
The mesh was also adjusted to this physics that determined the appropriate behavior on an
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aerodynamic surface, as demonstrated by several authors, among which the work carried out on
the structure that acquired the flow inside the boundary layer could be highlighted [45]. Figure 12
shows the thickness result as a function of 99.5% of the difference between one cell and another in
the channel of vane V5. The same exercise was done with the turbo for the real size. Both curves
had a similar behavior. The thickness of the separation bubble in the scaled vane was exactly tripled
compared to the actual stator vane.
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Figure 12. Evolution of boundary layer in terms of thickness.
The study on the boundary layer of the stator vanes results in a layer thickness of 1.18 cm. The
mesh was also adjusted to this physics that determine the appropriate behavior on an aerodynamic
surface, as demonstrated by several authors, among which the work carried out on the structure that
acquires the flow inside the boundary layer can be highlighted [90]. Figure 12 shows the thickness
result as a function of 99.5% of the difference between one cell and another in the channel of vane V5.
The same exercise has been done with the turbo in real size. Both curves have a similar behavior. The
thickness of the separation bubble in the scaled vane is exactly tripled compared to the actual stator
vane.
5. Discussion
This work has shown a methodology developed to validate the application of a new tool on
fluid behaviour study in the inside of very small radial turbines used in automotive gasoline, diesel
or hybrid engines. A larger scale real turbine allows a precise approach to some internal flows. The
modeled and experimental study must be precise in the calculus, measurements and data collection
process. Therefore, the study presents a series of results demonstrating that the scaled turbine serves
to study the behavior of the fluid in all the small areas of the turbine and it demonstrates its validity to
be used in research as simulation and experimental tool.
Meshing has been very demanding to determine a fraction value, y+ and to define the numbers
of cells on smalls surfaces in the model. Several studies about the boundary layer limit has been
cited applying one of them. The mesh definition is not simple and may lead to improvements in the
definition if others theories can be used in a complex geometry. The quantification of the separation
bubble with the used criteria of boundary layer to free stream limit results in a factor of three between
the separation bubble thickness of ST and RT as it would be expected for an appropriate scaling of the
fluid effects along with the model dimensions.
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5. Discussion
This work showed a methodology developed to validate the application of a new tool on the fluid
behavior study in the inside of very small radial turbines used in automotive gasoline, diesel, or hybrid
engines. A larger scale real turbine allowed a precise approach to some internal flows. The modeled
and experimental study must be precise in the calculus, measurements, and data collection process.
Therefore, the study presented a series of results demonstrating that the scaled turbine served to study
the behavior of the fluid in all the small areas of the turbine, and it demonstrated its validity to be used
in research as a simulation and experimental tool.
Meshing was very demanding to determine a fraction value, y+, and to define the numbers
of cells on smalls surfaces in the model. Several studies about the boundary layer limit have been
cited applying one of them. The mesh definition is not simple and may lead to improvements in
the definition if other theories can be used in a complex geometry. The quantification of the separation
bubble with the criteria of the boundary layer to the free stream limit used resulted in a factor of
three between the separation bubble thickness of ST and RT, as would be expected for an appropriate
scaling of the fluid effects along with the model dimensions.
Based on this work, several limitations of the usability range and valid conclusions of future
experiments could be given. The missing rotor-stator interaction limited the validity of the results of
Cp profiles on the SS of the stator vanes. Here, rotor-stator interaction could be noticed in different
strengths up to 40% chord length. However, other viscous effects as the dimensions of the big
separation bubble and the tip leakage flow up to a chord length of 50% were well predicted according
to the Reynolds similarity. Hence, the tip leakage flow in this zone could be analyzed over a wide
range of the map. Furthermore, it needs to be considered that a very opened position was chosen for
the presented analysis for identifying the global limitations of the experimental campaign and to be
able to recommend the placement of measurement equipment, which could supply reliable results.
It could be assumed that the rotor-stator interaction would be less significant at reasonable reduced
mass flows, when the blades were more closed.
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Although results showed that a maintenance of the Mach similitude and Reynolds similitude at
the same time would be appreciable to model the operating points of the turbine map, the equality
of both numbers was difficult to achieve in ST. To achieve RTMa,Re, the inlet density in the small
geometry was tripled by increasing the total inlet pressure. This resulted in the required mass flow for
the Reynolds similitude Equation (3) and also in the required reduced mass flow for the Mach number
similitude. In turn, if one map operating point of RT were desired to be measured with both the Mach
and Reynolds similitude in ST as STMa,Re, the total inlet pressure would need to be reduced to one
third of the one in the RT. However, this would result in a total inlet pressures way below atmospheric
pressure, which could not be realized in the test bench. Hence, only the Reynolds similitude or Mach
similitude could be assessed in the experimental ST. It is worth highlighting that the operating point of
the ST could represent certain flow characteristics as the pressure loss and Mach number distribution
of a running point with relatively low reduced mass flow (RTMa). At the same time, this exact running
point of ST could also represent other flow characteristic of a running point with much higher reduced
mass flow (RTRe). For this running point, tip leakage flow could partially be predictable. For both
running points, the thickness of the separation bubble was properly predicted.
6. Final Setup of the Experimental Equipment
The objective of the experimental campaign was the measurements of the characteristic flow
patterns to achieve 3D data for sophisticated flow solver validation. Hence, it was desired to measure
all previously analyzed flow phenomena in this work. After the presented analysis, it was possible to
know the application limitations of the new tool developed, as well as determine the sensors position
to capture the entire extension of expected flow patterns.
First, ST was manufactured by means of 3D printing. The material used for its construction
was a polyetherimide resin called ULTEM-1010 used in applications that require high heat resistance,
high strength, and broad chemical resistance. Specifically, the maximum temperature and internal
pressure that the ST resisted were around 483K and 2 bar. Figure 13 shows the entire 3D printed test
section of ST. Here, the vanes were fixed at their position of 80%. However, the stator row could be
replaced with separately printed stator rows with different VGT openings.
Figure 13. 3D printed scaled turbine.
This test section was installed on a cold flow test bench characterized by a maximum mass flow of
1200 kg/h and maximum relative pressure around 400 mbar. The test bench incorporated sensors for
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measuring relative pressure and temperature. It also had a heater that allowed reaching the desired
temperature in the test.
To allow the measurement with optical measurement techniques, access windows were designed
around the turbine volute. It was decided to focus on the measurement of tip leakage flow by means
of particle image velocimetry (PIV), but it was also possible to measure at any height of the vane, as
can be seen in Figure 14. Apart from one window, which allowed access to the extensively analyzed
vane V5, two other windows were designed to allow optical access, as shown in Figure 15. This way,
the impact of the location along the volute length could be assessed. This methodology has been used
in other research contributions. Experimental studies using the experimental measurement technique
to characterize the flow behavior in this type of machinery by means of laser have been shown to
be effective. This confirmation could be understood thanks to the contributions of various works by
different authors, among which was the experimental study done by [22]. For the study of the behavior
of the flow in turbomachines, they used the technique of LDV. Further, The work in [23] used the same
measurement technique. The measurements were performed at a plane 9.5 mm behind the rotor
trailing edge, and they were resolved in a blade-to-blade sense to examine the nature of the flow
fully. The same methodology was presented in [24], where the LDV technique was used to determine
the flow pattern in a big size turbo.
Figure 14. Access PIV view.
Figure 15. Optical accesses for PIV.
For the measurement of vane surface pressures, wall pressure transducers were installed. Firstly,
those were installed on the SS of the analyzed blade, since higher gradients were expected to appear
there. Following that, they would be moved onto the PS or even in the tip region of the vanes due to
their tiny size.
Furthermore, there were also five hole pitot tubes. These were installed at the inlet and outlet
of a stator passage, but on different passages so that the pitot tube at the inlet did not disturb
the measurements of the pitot tube at the output. With these pitot tubes, it was possible to measure
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total and static pressure, as well as velocity and flow angles. These sensors had a limitation in terms of
working temperature. The maximum temperature at which they could operate was 353K. This was
another reason why a low temperature was chosen as the boundary condition for this study.
With all the instrumentation that were mentioned, static and total pressure, velocity, and flow
angles could be measured at almost any point in the domain. With these data, it was possible to validate
all the previously carried out analyses and to characterize the main identified 3D flow phenomena.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this analysis, the validity of the Mach and Reynolds similarity with a real size turbine
was revised locally for the operating point of maximum possible mass flow in the scaled turbine.
The obtained results in both modeled turbines demonstrated that there was an interaction between
the stator and the rotor, which could not be replicated by the scaled model. The strength of
the interaction increased towards higher reduced mass flows. This alteration on the flow behavior by
the rotor affected the last 50% of the profile chord only on the SS, for a highly opened position of the
80% VGT position. Furthermore, the similarity analysis concluded that the operating point of max.
available mass flow in the scaled turbine could be representative for certain fluid dynamic effects at two
very different operating points. However, some effects as a big separation bubble on the PS of the vane
were present in all studied cases. This observed bubble showed a large field of energy dissipation in
the channels. This phenomenon acted directly on the total performance of the turbine. Using the scaled
turbine should be possible to study this phenomenon easily and in more detail. The results of this
work served to determine the sensor position strategy and highlighted the limitations, as well as gave
guidelines for future experimental tests using the scaled turbine. The instrumentation of the scaled
geometry was presented in detail.
In the near future, exhaustive measurements with the presented measurement techniques
will provide valuable data to validate 3D flow patterns reproduced by CFD simulations. Further,
experimental and numerical studies will consist of varying the VGT opening while maintaining the air
mass flow to observe the gradual change in the rotor-stator interaction along the turbine. Furthermore,
different stator vane shapes will be tested, and the effect on the separation bubble and tip leakage flow
will be analyzed.
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